


Which city and country did you live in abroad? 

What is the climate like in that location? 
(Describe the weather when you were there. What are some things students should take with them to prepare for the 
weather in this location?) 

What was the city’s public transportation like? 
(Describe how you got to and from the city center or the university day-to-day. Did they have a subway line, buses, could 
you walk most places?  What were the costs of these transportation options? Were they easy to utilize? Did they have 
Uber/Lyft available in this city? Did you have any challenges navigating through the city?) 

Describe the types of food that are common in that city. 
(What were the types of foods you could find at most restaurants? What were some delicacies of that city? What were 
your favorite or least favorite foods?) 



Are there any particular restaurants you would recommend students try if they are in that 
city? 
(If possible, list the name of the restaurant and a link to the website) 

Was it easy to travel to nearby cities and countries? 
(If you traveled in your personal time, what modes of transportation did you use (e.g. bus, train, airplane, etc.). How did 
you book these travel plans? Online? Local bus station? Generally what was the cost of travelling in that region? Where 
did you stay (e.g. Airbnb, hostels, hotels) when you travelled?) 

What are some of the differences between U.S. culture and the host country culture? 
(Are there any gestures or differences in communication style that is different from the US that you noticed? (smiling, 
eye contact etc.))  

Generally, how would you describe the locals in the host city? 
(Were the locals friendly and helpful? Would you recommend approaching the locals for help?) 



Are there any cultural events that you attended during your stay that you would 
recommend to students (e.g. festivals, holidays, etc.)?
(How did you find out about these events?) 

Describe any culture shock that you experienced while abroad. 
(If culture shock was present what would you recommend for future students to avoid or lessen the shock?) 

Did you find it difficult to meet locals of the host city? Why or why not? 
(In your experience were the locals open and welcoming of tourists? Where and how did you befriend the locals during 
your stay?)  

What type of housing did you live in (e.g. homestay, dorm, apartment, etc.)? 
(Why did you choose this style of housing? Did you have access to a kitchen? How often/what was the process for doing 
laundry (in house or local laundry mat?)?)  



Describe your accommodations. 
(Did you have access to hot water? Wifi?  Did you live with roommates?) 
 
 

 
 
 
Where was your housing located in regards to the city center or host university? 
(How long did it take, using public transportation or walking, to get to classes every day? How long did it take to travel to 
the center of the city or any other major locations in that city?)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What was the cost of living like? What ways can you keep costs low in that city? 
(Compared to the cost of living in the city of Charlotte was it more or less expensive in that city? Were there any student 
discounts you took advantage of?) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Are you expected to tip servers or taxi drivers abroad? 
(If so, what was the common tip rate? Was it the same rate as here in Charlotte (10-20%)?)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
How did you communicate when you were abroad?  
(e.g. did you use your own phone, did you only communicate if there was access to Wi-Fi, did you purchase a phone 
abroad, etc.)? (Would you recommend any helpful apps? Maybe whatsapp or a currency exchange app?)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
What would you recommend students bring to be able to charge their electronics?  
(Describe the electrical outlets, tips to keep in mind, etc.).  
 
 

 
 
 
 
What do you know now about the location or program that you wish you would have known 
before going abroad?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What’s your first and last name? 
 
 
 
Which semester and year did you go abroad (e.g. fall 2016, summer 2017, etc.)? 
 
 
 



Which program did you participate in? 
 
 
 
 
What was your student level when you went abroad (e.g. freshman, sophomore, etc.)? 
If you would be open to being contact by other UNC Charlotte students who are interested 
in your experience abroad, please provide your contact information (email, phone number, 
social medial, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


	Text1: During Summer Session I, I visited the Piemonte region of Italy. For the first two weeks I lived a few steps away from Piazza Vittorio in the historic city center of Turin. We stayed in a quaint Italian hotel that offered breakfast every morning and was well connected to public transportation. For our third and final week, I stayed on a beautiful vineyard located in the small town of Moncalvo, Italy. Orsolina 28 is a wine vinyard that also houses a dance center with three state of the art studios, a main kitchen, and interesting geodome housing for the students. Staying in two very different settings gave me a clearer idea of life in Piemonte.
	Text2: Summer in Piemonte is HOT. Every day was brutally sunny. Luckily many of Torino's sidewalks are covered with ornate portici to sheild pedestrians from the rays. It's best to wear loose cotton clothing to keep cool. Bring a light long sleeve shirt, scarf, or shawl to avoid sunburn and always apply suncreen! Tight clothes and heavier fabrics like velvet will make you sweat more and can contribute to dehydration. Since you'll likely be doing lots of walking in Turin pack a reusable water bottle to stay hydrated (you can fill it from the small bull-shaped fountains found all around the city). Luckily we didn't experience any rain during our study abroad experience, but the rain in Turin is usually heavy, so packing a light rain jacket or umbrella is always a good idea.
	Text3: In Torino and Moncalvo, I was able to walk to class every day. Moncalvo, a small town in the countryside, had no public transportation. We had to walk STRAIGHT uphill for twenty minutes just to get gelato. However, Turin had an extensive public transportation system. I could easily use the city buses to come home from classes, but there was also an underground metro, streetcar system, and a major train station to travel to other parts of Italy. All of these methods were very affordable, with options for individual ride tickets or multiple-ride passes for just a few euros. With a working knowledge of the area and a little help from google maps, I found the public transportation and navigation of the city to be very easy.
	Text4: Torino offered a wide variety of foods, especially near city center. Almost every restaurant I went to served lots of different kinds of pizza. Small sandwiches, olives, chips, and other finger foods are more affordable options served with drinks during apertivo. There were also lots of restaurants that didn't follow the classic Italian stereotype of pasta and wine. I found a little cafe called Clarissa that served delecious vegetarian options, a sushi restaurant, and a vegan burger restaurant called Flower Burger that had colored buns! Turin is known for its delicious chocolates, it's the home of Nutella! My least favorite thing about the food in Torino was that vegetables are not easy to find in quick restaurants, I found myself eating too much bread. But by far my favorite dish was salvia leaves, a battered appetizer.
	Text5: Cafe Clarissa, located at Piazza Vittorio Veneto, 20, 10123 Torino TO, Italy, is a lovely small cafe with indoor and outdoor seating. This restaurant has a wide selection of fresh prepared foods. They also offer lot's of vegetarian options. The staff is very courteous and friendly, but they only have one waitress that speaks english, so brush up on your Italian! Cantine Risso, a family style Italian restaurant, can be found at Corso Casale, 79, 10132 Torino TO, Italy. This restaurant has a beautiful garden and an indoor dining room. The risotto and fresh meats at this restaurant are amazing. There are some wonderful restaurants in Turin, but I think the best way to experience the cuisine of the city is to go find it. Avoid planning or googling every single meal you have in Turin. Exploring and discovering restaurants and pubs is the best way to get a taste of the city's culture.
	Text6: While in Italy, I took a weekend trip to Venice. After booking lodging on airbnb, I used google maps to get a general idea of which trains I needed to take. Then, I went to Porta Nuova train station and purchased my tickets at a Trenitalia ticket kiosk. According to locals, you should always buy your train tickets through Trenitalia. Before paying for your ticket at the kiosk, snap a picture of the itenerary displayed on the screen, because your ticket will not have your train transfers printed on it. Then, before getting on the train insert your ticket into the validation machine (usually small green or blue boxes placed at the top of each platform). Train tickets in Italy are very affordable. My ticket from Turin to Venice was around 40 euros, which is expensive for a train ticket since it was such a long trip. Traveling to Venice was easy, but it wasn't necessarily simple. Make sure you know what to do and where you're going, ask your Italian friends for help before departing, always travel with a friend, and be prepared for hiccups in your plans!
	Text7: Since I was only there for three weeks, a very busy three weeks, I don't think I fully experienced the cultural differences between the U.S. and Italy. One thing I noticed though, is that in public people tend to stand closer together, touch eachother, and express affection more openly. In public, you should be prepared for people to enter and exit your "personal space" very casually. Another notable difference is tipping culture. In the U.S. it's customary to leave a tip at bars and restaurants, however, in Italy you never leave a tip for wait staff. You also should close your menu when you're ready to order and ask for your bill (il conto per favore) when you're ready to pay and leave a restaurant.
	Text8: The locals, especially young people, were very friendly and helpful. Many of them speak english and are outgoing and talkative. I actually made some Italian friends that I still keep in contact with. People who worked in restaurants and stores also tended to be very helpful and kind. As for approaching random locals for help, most adults I encountered spoke limited or no english, so asking people on the street for help may not be worth your time if you can't communicate in Italian.
	Text9: I did not attend any festivals or holidays during my stay in Turin, however I was a part of a performance at an event held at Reggia Di Venaria just outside of the city. On the city buses, I saw lots of posters for festivals and concerts, but none of them coincided with my study abroad trip. People I met on my trip told me about holiday and festival events held in city center that often include music, dancing, singing, and food.
	Text10: Luckily, I didn't experience culture shock on this trip. I think stayng open minded and ready to adapt to change helped me enjoy my stay. I tried to go into the experience without expectations. Trying to notice and soak in my surroundings made it easier for me to "roll with the punches" and deal with the unexpected.
	Text11: I did not find it difficult to meet locals. One of the guides of my study abroad experience told me about a pub area where young people hang out in Turin. Many of the people there were open and welcoming. After making friends there, I had no problem meeting locals. Making connections in Italy felt similar to making connections in the U.S., when I was outgoing and open, so were others. I also met people in my classes easily. Everyone was welcoming and receptive to helping our group when we needed it.
	Text12: The housing for my program was already assigned. I lived in a hotel for the first two weeks. This living arrangement was very convenient because the hotel offered free breakfast and cleaned our linens every three days. In the hotel I also had a roommate that I already knew. We had the same schedule for the trip so we had no issues with conflicting bed times and waking up in the morning. Unfortunately, we did not have access to a washing machine. We hand washed some of our clothes in the sink, and hung them to try on our balcony. When doing laundry in Italy, you'll almost always have to air-dry your clothing, since dryers are very rare. We did not have access to a kitchen, but we had a mini-fridge in the room, so any items we bought from street markets or corner stores were kept fresh.
	Text13: In the hotel, the hot water was very reliable. We also had an air conditioner in our room (a rare find in Italy), but it didn't cool the space very effectively. The hotel had free wifi, which was very convenient because I did not buy an international data plan since I was only abroad for three weeks. Having access to wifi was the only way I could use my phone to contact friends and family, look up information, and find directions. I had one roommate in my hotel room, but we previously knew eachother and had the same schedule. She's actually my roommate here at UNCC, so I had no issues with sharing space.
	Text14: My hotel was only about half a block from the city center, making transportation, dining, and entertainment very available. It took about twenty minutes to walk to class. Despite the already soaring temperatures in the mornings, the walk was nice because I got to walk along the Po River all the way to class. Usually after class, because I was tired, I took the city bus back to Piazzo Vittorio, which only took about eight minutes, depending on traffic.
	Text15: Living in Turin costed less than living in Charlotte. Although the Euro is worth more than the Dollar, things like food, wine, and transportation were significantly cheaper than they are here. I had to eat out fairly often because I did not have access to a kitchen, but for someone staying in Torino long term, buying groceries and cooking your meals would be an easy way to cut costs. There are also many student housing opportunities in Turin because of the large university near city center. Typically rent can be between $350 and $500 for a studio apartment or single student flat.
	Text16: In Italy, it is not customary to tip cab drivers or servers. You should always be polite to wait staff and drivers, but tipping and thanking your bus driver are not expected. My Italian friend explained it this way: "That person is doing their job that they get payed for, why would you pay them extra for doing it?" The reciepts don't even have a line on them to write in a tip. So in short, Italians would find it strange if you left a tip for your server or bar tender.
	Text17: While abroad, I was only able to use my cell phone when connected to WiFi. Because I was only there for three weeks, I chose not to buy an international data plan. Finding free wifi in Italy was very hard, but only being able to use my phone at the hotel and at school helped me live in the moment and not think about social media or texting while I was out exploring Turin. For texts and calls I used WhatsApp, but again I could only use it over WiFi. If you want to use your phone without WiFi while abroad, you can ourchase short term international data plans through your service provider or you can buy a SIM card and have it installed at the TIM store in Turin.
	Text18: For anyone studying abroad, I recommend buying a universal outlet converter before leaving the United States. I purchased a converter by Sharper Image from TJ Maxx for around ten dollars. Because a universal one includes components to match any outlet in any country, you can use it on future travels and during layovers in different countries. It's very difficult to find outlets inn public in Turin, so always charge your phone over night and keep a wireless power bank charged in your bag in case your phone dies.
	Text19: One thing I wish I had known about Torino before going on my study abroad experience was that I would love it so much! I wish I had scheduled time to stay and explore the location after my study abroad session ended so that I could spend time in the city simply as a traveler, not as a student. After getting my bearings with the help of a guided experience there, I would have loved to be able to experience the city on my own.
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